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Introduction 

About this report 

As part of a three-year initiative to develop sports tourism in the Elgon Region of Uganda, a 

working group has been formed specific to running tourism (operating as ‘Run Kapchorwa’). This 

group is developing a plan to execute an annual running event and festival as a vehicle to raise the 

profile of Kapchorwa as a running destination, therefore creating tourism opportunities and an 

associated boost to the local economy. As part of this plan, Run Kapchorwa undertook a month 

long feasibility study in March 2020 to gather data from several groups: the local community, the 

running community, runners who have previously visited Uganda, runners ‘in-country’, aspirational 

running audience (those who may visit) and feedback from running events that are already 

operating in Uganda. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

About running in Kapchorwa 

Kapchorwa is situated on the slopes of Mount Elgon, in the Eastern part of Uganda. The region, 

which comprises Kapchorwa, Kween and Bukwo District, is known as Sebei region. The ‘Sabiny’ 

inhabitants are part of the larger Kalenjin tribe, who majorly live in Kenya and Ethiopia. The Kalenjin 

are born athletes. The Kenyan Kalenjin have been dominating international long-distance races for 

a few decades. In Uganda the development of the running culture and infrastructure has taken off 

only recently, especially after the gold medals of Kipsiro (2009) and Kiprotich (2012). But with great 

This study was conducted under Adventure Tourism Uganda, an impact cluster co-

funded by the Netherlands Enterprise Agency (RVO) in collaboration with the Embassy 

of the Kingdom of the Netherlands in Uganda. Adventure Tourism Uganda is a project 

wherein Dutch-Ugandan companies join hands to develop new products for the 

Ugandan adventure and cultural tourism sector. For more information, visit 

www.adventuretourismug.com.  

The findings and conclusions in this report are those of the authors and Run 

Kapchorwa and do not necessarily represent the official position of the co-funders. 

 

http://www.adventuretourismug.com/
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results. More than 90% of the current Ugandan Olympic team consist of runners from Sebei region 

and amongst them are several world champions. These runners live and train from Kapchorwa 

Town, divided over seven running camps. 

Kapchorwa compared with Iten 

To make a comparison between Kapchorwa and the more-known running destination of Iten in 

Kenya: Iten is attracting hundreds of international runners every year, the numbers in Kapchorwa 

can be counted on two hands. Iten has a professional running infrastructure with several tracks, 

Kapchorwa is still to complete its first professional running track. The Government of Uganda is 

constructing a High-Altitude Training Center in Teryet, 10km. from Kapchorwa Town. Stakeholders 

in the athletics and tourism fraternity are eagerly waiting for this running facility to open its doors. 

What we have done so far  

Under the flag of From Coach to Coach, Home of Friends Guesthouse has been organizing Runners 

Experiences over the past three years. These are training sessions on the natural dirt trails, with 

running tips from a coach and, occasionally, meet & greets with the local running champions. 

Though the interest is growing slowly, the numbers are far too low for a sustainable business and 

to boost the local economy. We have not succeeded yet in organizing running holidays for larger 

groups. Though a few successful races are organized in Kapchorwa every year, majorly by NGOs, 

these races don’t have the size, grandeur and impact of an international race. 

The potential and ambition 

However, with its beautiful natural trails, tourism sites such as the famous Sipi Falls and the 

presence of running champions like Cheptegei, Nakaayi and Kiprotich, the potential for running 

tourism is enormous. What has been lacking so far are focused and collaborative efforts to 

professionalize and properly market the running offer in Kapchorwa. The ambition of Run 

Kapchorwa is to boost running tourism in Kapchorwa in such a way that the local Community 

structurally benefits from an increased number of international visitors. Major vehicle to make this 

happen is the annual running event & festival. In the build-up towards this event, sports and 

tourism stakeholders will be trained in customer care, marketing and product development. We will 

also build a dedicated website about running in Kapchorwa. 
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Work group members Josepert and Mark analyzing data during the feasibility study 

 

Elgon Tourism Development Network stakeholders @ Sipi Falls 
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World champion 10km. from Kapchorwa:  Joshua Cheptegei 

 

Young running talents from Kapchorwa, part of a Home of Friends / From Coach to Coach social project 
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Community Impact 

The community engagement research module has been carried out across two weeks and involved 

interviewing various stakeholders within the region: individuals from different villages, local 

community leaders and tour operators. Their responses form the basis of this report. 

Community Groups - Individuals 

62 individual respondents under this category from different villages in Kapchorwa district were 

interviewed.  

Gender 

56% of total respondents interviewed were male and 44% were female, a relatively even split. 

Age 

The approach was to ensure that all age categories were represented, with at least three 

respondents in each age category. The chart above shows a heavier weight towards the under 18 

group, which constituted almost a quarter of the responses. 
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Involvement in community activities 

77.4% of the total respondents are actively involved in community running activities whilst 22.6% 

are not involved at all due to other competing activities and a lack of time. 

Of those actively involved, 10.4% boost events by being a volunteer whilst 54.2% of the total 

respondents do morale boosting during a competition. 16.7% of the respondents support events 

by selling water, beverages and other items. Lastly, 39.6% of the respondents boost events by 

offering rewards, sports uniforms or by actively participating themselves.  

International visitors - fears 

Kapchorwa has been an isolated area for a long-time. Only recently, in 2000, a tarmacked road was 

completed that connects Kapchorwa with Mbale. Though the number of international visitors has 

increased over the past few years, most people in the villages around Kapchorwa are not that used 

to visitors from abroad. Because it could be a barrier to engagement in an international race & 

festival, we have been asking our respondents if they have any fears about international visitors.  

 

Almost a third of respondents expressed fears about international visitors visiting the region. 

International visitors - forms of fears 

From those who expressed fears of international visitors, 35.7% had fears of being exploited, while 

21.4% had fears relating to a language barrier. The remaining people had other types of fears. The 

interviews revealed that these fears could be reduced through 1) awareness and sensitization 

meetings and 2) radio broadcasts that explain the potential international visitors can bring to the 

region.  
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Perceptions about international visitors  

Respondents were asked what their perception is when they see international visitors in their 

Community.  

32.2% of the Community individuals think that the visitors are coming for adventure. 24.1% of the 

respondents mention research and development programs as the purpose of the foreigner’s visits. 

One respondent indicated: ‘I welcome and embrace the good programs they bring because it 

promotes community empowerment’. Another respondent said: ‘They are on studies on various 

issues like sports, climate issues and cultures’.  

Five respondents (8%) expressed their happiness about having international visitors in their 

Community: ‘I greatly welcome international visitors’ and ‘happy to see visitors’.  

A few respondents relate the visits of foreigners to ‘preaching the gospel’ (three respondents), 

‘escaping the harsh winter in Europe / North America (two respondents) and the search for 

minerals (two respondents).  

Importance of having international visitors  

On the question ‘what is the importance of relating to international visitors?’, the following answers 

were recorded:   
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As it turns out, building friendship and good relationships is a major priority for the Community 

individuals, followed by boosting local trade & business and sponsorship deals. It will be important 

to consider these interests in the design of the running festival program.  

Interest in taking part in running events 

 

With regard to participation in a running event, 22% of the total respondents were interested in 

taking part in the 3km family fun run, 22% of the total respondents were interested in taking part in 

the 10km race, 5.1% of the total respondents were interested in taking part in the 21km race, 22% 

of the total respondents are interested in taking part in the 5km race and 28.8% of the total 

respondents were not interested at all due to busy schedules. 71% of the total respondents were 

interested in taking part in all the running races compared to 29% of the total respondents who 

were not interested at all. 

Perception towards running events in the Community 

Except for one respondent, all respondents viewed Community running events as a positive thing. 

The respondent with a negative perception referred to children who are leaving school because of 

athletics. The positive effects of running on health and fitness was mentioned by 8 out of 62 

respondents (12.9%). Five respondents (8%) referred to running events as a vehicle for ‘community 

mobilization’ and broader Community benefits such as the fight against FGM, reducing crime rates, 

exposure to other places and promoting happiness and unity in diversity. One respondent 

mentioned that running events promote the positive international image of the country.  
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Suggestions for uplifting Community running events and interaction with international visitors  

On the question how to uplift Community running events and interaction with international visitors, 

various suggestions were given by the Community individuals (in brackets the number of times this 

answer was given):  

● Organizing and facilitating young athletes in events to boost untapped talent 

● Reward hard working athletes especially the young ones because it motivates them to 

perform in all races they participate 

● Improve existing training facilities such as Kapchorwa Boma grounds to fit the needs of 

athletes 

● Improve the transport road network to ease trainings 

● Working together with different athlete camps owners and directors 

● Setting up training centers within the region 

● Organize more races to spot talents 

● Working together in unity and love 

● Leaders should be involved in the running events 

● More rewards for young runners  

 

Working group member Gloria (left) together with Justine, the District Commercial Officer of Kapchorwa 
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Community Groups - Leaders 

Twenty-two community leaders were interviewed. This respondent group includes local council 

leaders, community NGOs, radio stations and school directors within Kapchorwa District.  

Gender 

45.5% of the interviewed leaders were male and 50% female. 4.5% of the total respondents 

preferred not to mention their gender.  

Age 

 

According to the chart, 9.1% of the Community leaders were between 21 and 29 years of age, 

13.6% of the respondents were between 30 and 39 years, 9.1% between 40 and 49 years, 22.7% 

between 50 and 59 years, 31.8% between 60 and 69 years, 9.1% were 70 years and above and 4.5% 

of the respondents preferred not to mention their age. The 60-69 age group has the largest 

number of respondents, probably due to the fact that political leaders are generally of an older age.  
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Involvement in community running activities 

 

According to the pie-chart, 36.4% of the total respondents were involved in community running 

activities to a large extent, 18.2% of the total respondents were involved in community running 

activities to a smaller extent and 45.5% of the total respondents were not involved at all due to 

other competing activities. 

International visitors - benefits 

 

According to the pie-chart, most respondents (90.9%) said there are benefits from tourists visiting 

the region. Two respondents (9.1%) indicated that there are no benefits from these international 

visitors, because they negatively affect the host communities.  

The following benefits were mentioned:  
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Interest in taking part in running events 

 

50% of the total respondents were interested in taking part in the 3km family fun run, 9.1% of the 

total respondents were interested in taking part in the 10km race, 4.5% of the total respondents 

were interested in taking part in the 21km race and 36.4% of the total respondents were not 

interested at all due other busy programs. Interestingly, 64% of the total respondents were 
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interested in taking part in all the running races compared to the 36.4% of the total respondents. 

Thus, it seems Community leaders can be interested to take part in our race.  

What could be done to boost running events and tourism  

On the question ‘What could be done to support running events and boost tourism in our 

community’, similar ideas were mentioned as in the previous group of Community individuals:  

● Organize frequent races (‘for all age sets’)  

● Improve the reward system 

● Seeking sponsorships and partnerships with local and international organizations 

● Improve the running infrastructure  

Other relevant ideas that were mentioned:  

● Market events early enough to make people plan and participate actively 

● Make the running events more lively  

● Recruitment of trained and experienced coaches 

How to build a positive relationship between local and international visitors  

On the question how to build a positive relationship between local and international visitors, 

various ideas were mentioned:  

● Organizing events and festivals in the Community e.g. through games that require 

everyone’s participation  

● Competitions between the locals and international visitors  

● Sensitization in the Community about the importance of having international visitors  

● Sharing of gifts among Communities and international visitors  

● Diversification of sports activities to attract many people and races 
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Tourism stakeholders 

In a group discussion - during a meeting of the Elgon Tourism Development Network (Sipi Falls, 10 

March 2020) - we asked four questions on major topics concerning our project. The ideas below 

represent the inputs of six tour guides, two hotel managers and one local government 

representative.  

How can you benefit from the running tourism project? 

● It will be a learning and networking event between local, international and tourism 

operators 

● Brings awareness and benefits of running because of interaction between communities and 

international visitors 

● Running tourism project will help to market the region about the tourism potential in 

hotels, game parks, waterfalls and others 

● According to the commercial officer, it will advertise the region to the outside world and 

community to understand the importance of tourism 

● It will be a learning venture even for tourist operators to learn and share best experiences in 

handling tourism to attract both local and international visitors 

How can we build a positive relationship between the tourists and the community? 

● Engaging communities to participate in different activities during running events 

● Use local guides who understand English and other languages to ease communication with 

other local tourists and international visitors. 

● Running events should be inclusive of all people and different groups of people within 

communities that is to say the young, adults, PWDs etc. 

● Stakeholder meeting with all leaders to gain the in-depth knowledge of all activities within 

their locality. 

● Involving the business community and other service providers like Music, Dance and Drama 

groups 

● Involving community influencers in running events 
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What can be done to improve tourism using running as a vehicle? 

● Tour operators should be smart and organized during running events 

● Improving the branding aspect so as to attract more tourists 

● Clean the database and continuously update so that online users or would be tourists 

access information about the potential of the region 

● Displaying posters showcase different services within tourism sites and centers 

● Use guides to give brochures, business cards, flyers through face to face interaction with 

international visitors 

What can be your input in supporting the tourism running events? 

● Active participation and that of friends, colleagues and relatives 

● Displaying posters by different tourism operators and hoteliers 

● Sponsoring the event with financial contribution 

● Photography and videography support  

● First Aid volunteers and training 

Conclusions 

● The majority of Community stakeholders view a running event as an opportunity to build 

friendship and new relationships with international visitors.  

● Other key interests from the Community in having international visitors is to promote trade 

& business, to start up new development projects and to create more sponsorship 

opportunities for the vulnerable/needy. Community runs in combination with networking 

activities could be a vehicle to make this happen.  

● The majority of Community stakeholders wish that more running events could be organized 

and that the running infrastructure (e.g. Community tracks, roads and training centers) and 

financial rewards for (especially young) athletes can be improved through new partnerships 

and sponsorships  

● Almost a third of respondents have fears about international visitors visiting the region. 

Reasons to fear international visitors are exploitation of resources / minerals and a language 

barrier. Clear information about the purpose of foreigner’s visits, for instance through the 

radio (in local language), could manage these fears.  
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● About a third of the Community individuals and leaders are not interested to participate in 

any race. Most people who are interested in race participation prefer a 3km fun run or a 

moderately difficult 5km or 10km.  

● Most Community stakeholders see the benefits of tourism in general and of a running 

event: learning and networking, being a marketing vehicle for the region and Uganda as a 

whole, trade promotion in the villages, employment opportunities for the local tourism 

sector and intermarriages (!).  

● Tourism stakeholders are highly interested to contribute and collaborate with a running 

race / festival e.g. through involvement in dance, music and drama activities, promoting the 

event online and offline, photography support and by distributing flyers and posters.  

 

Regional tourism stakeholders after the meeting on 10 March at Casa Lodges, Sipi Falls (second left working group member 

Daan, fourth from the right Gloria and Josepert on the very right) 
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Existing Running Community in Kapchorwa 

Five people interviewed 

Five people who are part of the existing Running Community in Kapchorwa have been interviewed 

about running tourism. One is a runner/journalist, one a coach, one a physiotherapist, one a 

runner/coach and one a (ultra)runner/agent.  

Beautiful nature  

All respondents are anonymously mentioning the beautiful nature as key in their first impression of 

the region, referring to the scenery and green environment. According to one respondent there is 

‘an abundance of natural trails’. The second feature that stands out are the friendly people 

(mentioned by two people).  

Favorite experiences 

Some of the favorite experiences in Kapchorwa are ‘less traffic’, ‘good training environment’, 

‘excellent morning run with George (a guide)’ and visiting the waterfalls.  

How to improve the experience of people in the running Community  

On the question what could be improved in the experience of people in the running Community, 

various suggestions are given:  

1) ‘We need more opportunities for the Community to get involved in running, more 

Community running events. Not only aiming at becoming a professional, but also to bring 

the Community together.’  

A second respondent mentions the importance of organizing charitable runs in the region to boost 

Community engagement into running. Relating to this, a third respondent mentions the 

importance of organizing a series of races in Kapchorwa.  

2) ‘More marketing and better information’ 
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This information is for instance about how athletes live and train, available routes (at different 

levels), training facilities and training programs. One respondent recommends to develop and 

name different routes and avail them on apps like Strava.  

Key success factors for the running race / festival 

Though there are slight differences in the type of race(s) respondents recommend, three 

respondents agree that there should be a combination of 1) a fun race for the Community / leisure 

runners and 2) a 5km or 10km trail run for the international / elite runners. Two respondents also 

suggest having a more challenging mountain race for the experts, possibly into Mount Elgon 

National Park.  

Major reason to not organize too tough race(s) is that participants don’t have enough energy left 

for the rest of the week’s program.  

In line with the emphasis of Kapchorwa’s beautiful nature, one respondent suggests to ‘include as 

much scenery as possible’ within these routes.  

Respondents mention three factors that can easily bring the running experience down:  

1) Poor information and logistics in subscribing for a race 

2) Poor course marking  

3) Participants who cut off the route due to untrained or unmotivated marshals 

4) Poor timing (equipment) 

Other factors that are mentioned in organizing a successful race are:  

- Set realistic plans and goals 

- Engaging elites 

- Post-race recovery and accommodation (for a range of budgets) 

- Safety  

- Organized feedback 

- Timing equipment and a big clock 
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Festival activities  

Respondents are positive about organizing a festival week. Suggested activities are traditional 

dance and music (as long as it doesn’t take too long), showcasing how local products are made 

and other outdoor sports activities.  

Compete with other running destinations 

To compete with other well-known running destinations such as Iten, Kapchorwa should work on 

its infrastructure:  

‘Finish the tarmacked road up to the High Altitude Training Center in Teryet’ 

‘Having good facilities’ 

‘400 meter running track’ 

The importance of good marketing is mentioned here as well.  

How to promote Kapchorwa as a running destination  

Building on the importance of good marketing, other recommendations to promote Kapchorwa as 

a running destination are:  

- website with clear information  

- quality photography  

- let Joshua Cheptegei be an ambassador 

- create a strong brand  

- build partnerships with clubs, races and brands in Europe and the U.S.  

- let Ugandan athletes participate in races in the United States (to build awareness and 

friendship)  

- promote Kapchorwa during running fairs in the United States  

Open for collaboration  

Respondents are willing to contribute to this project and the running / race for instance through 

providing massage services and providing connections with potential partners, promotion channels 

(e.g. running races and running fairs) and participants (e.g. through their clubs).  
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Conclusions 

From this module on the existing running community in Kapchorwa, the following conclusions can 

be drawn:  

● The beautiful nature and sceneries of Kapchorwa are a unique selling point and should be 

used in promoting Kapchorwa as a prime running destination 

● Kapchorwa’s running infrastructure and road network should be improved to be able to 

compete with other running destinations 

● There is a need for more frequent running races and/or charitable runs in order to engage 

the Community into running 

● A combination of a fun (2km) race and 5km or 10km race is suggested, possibly with an 

additional challenge for the more fanatic runners 

● Professional marketing and clear information are key in seducing international runners to 

come to Kapchorwa 

● Ways to promote Kapchorwa are through a website with clear information and quality 

photography, engaging the elite runners as ambassadors and building partnerships with 

running clubs, brands and athletes in Europe and the United States 

● Key success factors in organizing a race are a professional subscription procedure, 

professional timing and clear course marking with professional and trained marshals 

 

Abseiling along Sipi main waterfall 
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Runners who have previously visited Uganda 

Twelve respondents 

In a survey of 12 runners who previously visited Uganda, eleven runners come from various 

countries in Europe (e.g. Denmark, Sweden, Netherlands, United Kingdom and Spain) whilst one 

respondent resides from Kampala, Uganda. Nine runners are male, three female. Eight respondents 

visited Kapchorwa before.  

Running experience 

The intensity of the weekly running exercise by these respondents varies between less than one 

hour a week to more than 7 hours a week:  

 

 

Road running is the most popular type of running discipline among the 12 respondents, followed 

by trail running:  
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Concerns before visiting Uganda 

Three-quarter of the respondents did not have any concerns before deciding to visit Uganda. 

According to one respondent this is because ‘I am quite an experienced traveller’. Concerns that are 

mentioned by the other three respondents are ‘malaria’, ‘AIDS’, ‘the environment’, ‘opportunities 

for great workouts’ and ‘security’.  

Experiences in Uganda 

The favorite experiences of these runners in Uganda are quite diverse and vary from ‘the warmth of 

the Ugandan people’ and ‘the welcoming culture’ to ‘climbing Mount Elgon’ (mentioned two 

times), ‘long runs with a guide’ and a visit to various touristic places such as Lake Victoria, the game 

parks, Sipi Falls, Jinja and Murchison Falls.  

Respondents are highly positive about their overall experience in Uganda. Three respondents 

indicated relevant features that were missing during their trip and that can be of added value to the 

running offer in Kapchorwa:  

‘better quality roads so we could drive up to the High Altitude Center (in Teryet)’ 

‘better transport system such as trains and information about busses’ 

‘staying with local people, being more immersed’ 
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Running and sports tourism experiences 

Respondents have a vast experience in visiting various destinations worldwide for running and 

sports tourism. These are the sports our participants took part in:  

 

 

Key aspects that are considered most in deciding a running / sports tourism destination are value 

for money, followed by being able to exercise in nature and experience new trails, somewhere ‘off 

the beaten track’ and ‘involvement with the local community’. Least important are the availability of 

gym and fitness equipment (mentioned once) and safety (mentioned twice).  

Experiences in Kapchorwa 

The eight runners who have been to Kapchorwa took part in the following activities:  
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The overall experience of runners who have been to Kapchorwa is positive:  

 

This is also reflected in the answer to the question ‘Do you plan to return to Kapchorwa?’: Five 

respondents say ‘yes’, three say ‘maybe’.  

Associations with Kapchorwa 

The twelve respondents make the following associations with Kapchorwa:  
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How to boost running tourism in Kapchorwa 

Respondents mentioned the following ideas to boost running tourism in Kapchorwa (in brackets 

how often ideas were mentioned) :  

● more publicity and marketing (3);  

● organising a new event (2);  

● specific training plans (2);  

● advertising at major European running events (1);  

● brand it on Instagram (1);  

● make a commercial with people who visited (1);  

● explain that Uganda and Kapchorwa are safe destinations (1);  

● completion and promotion of the High Altitude Training Center (1);  

● physiotherapy and massage services (1);  

● faster connections from Kampala and Nairobi (1); 

● use the name of elite runners to promote the region (1);  

● other sports options such as paragliding, kayaking, road cycling, ballooning (1);  

● SAT TV and Netflix (1);  

● tourist resort with a focus on sport (1).  

Interest for the race & festival 

There’s a mixed interest in the race & festival we intend to organize:  
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Conclusions 

With twelve respondents, results of this module should not be generalized. However, relevant 

trends can be observed: 

● More publicity and marketing is a first priority to boost running tourism in Kapchorwa 

whereby there’s not only emphasis on running in Kapchorwa, but also on cultural activities 

and other outdoor sports activities (hiking and mountain biking) as most respondents seem 

to be unaware of what the region has to offer.  

● Another important factor in choosing a destination for sports tourism & running is value for 

money. Focus on quality of services and reasonable pricing is therefore needed.  

● There seem to be no insurmountable reasons that can stop people from coming to 

Kapchorwa though the quality of the road network is a concern and a few respondents had 

a specific concern before coming to Uganda (e.g. safety, malaria, AIDS). Also here quality 

information should be provided at an early stage in the customer journey to tackle any 

concerns.  

● For our respondents it is important to engage with the local Community during a trip and 

to immerse into nature, preferably ‘off the beaten track’.  
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Tourist together with Olympic champion Stephen Kiprotich after the JICA event in Kapchorwa 

 

One of the existing running Community stakeholders just outside Kapchorwa Town 
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‘In Country’ Runners (Residents & International Expats) 

Ten respondents 

Ten ‘in country’ runners have responded to our questionnaire about sports and running tourism in 

East Africa. Six respondents fall in the age group 30 to 39 years. Six respondents are female, four 

male. Eight respondents live in Kampala, one in Masaka and one in Jinja. Four respondents do not 

run, two respondents less than an hour a week and four respondents run one to two hours a week.  

Positive overall experience 

The overall experience of our respondents in Uganda is positive:  

 

Most popular activities are safari, hiking & nature walk, followed by beach & swimming. Outdoor 

sports tourism is moderately popular among these ten respondents.  

Experience with sports tourism and outdoor sports events 

Five out of ten respondents have experience with sports tourism in East Africa. The overall 

experience with outdoor sports events in the region is moderately positive. Events that are 

mentioned in this regard are ‘MTB races in Jinja, Entebbe and Elgon’, ‘Nabugabo triathlon’ and the 

‘MTN Kampala Marathon’. Hiking and mountain biking are the mentioned most as the sports 

respondents have been taking part in.  
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Success factors outdoor sports events 

Things that event organizers should consider in organizing a successful outdoor sports event are:  

‘Good communication about the program well in advance, well-catered event (healthy snacks and 

water during the race), sensible time (early departure when it's hot for example), offering or 

suggesting accommodation in the direct area.’ 

‘A variety in prices. Due to air pollution in Kampala I only run once a week and not more than 5 km. 

I want to participate in trail runs outside Kampala, but prices for 5km are the same as for a half 

marathon. Which doesn't make sense. In the Netherlands I participate in running events on a 

monthly basis. And better promotion of events.’ 

Fairly positive experience in Kapchorwa / Sipi Falls 

Nine out of ten respondents visited Kapchorwa / Sipi Falls during their time in Uganda. The overall 

experience is fairly positive:  

 

One person has done a running activity in the region. Most expats / residents have done the Sipi 

Falls hike:  
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Four out of nine respondents associate Kapchorwa / Sipi Falls with running. Others are mentioning: 

‘rural, hills, beautiful’, ‘coffee, falls, high altitude, karamajong’ and ‘it is my happy place in Uganda’. 

One respondent refers to a negative experience: ‘Very muddy. Too many people trying to sell tours 

in a disorganized way, difficult to know if you are being cheated or what. Basic accommodation 

seems very basic!’ 

Seven out of nine respondents plan to return back to Kapchorwa / Sipi Falls.  

Conclusions 

With ten respondents, caution should be exercised in generalizing the outcomes of this module. 

Especially because the interest of the respondents in outdoor sports tourism is low. The relevant 

trends among are:  

● Professional logistics and communication are key in organizing a successful outdoor sports 

event, also the timing and pricing matters.  

● The experience of expats / residents in Uganda overall is very positive, the experience in 

Kapchorwa is fairly positive. Major reasons for this seem to be lack of professionalism and 

the fact that most of the distinctive, non-mainstream activities (including running) seem to 

be unknown to the expats / residents. 
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‘Aspirational’ Runners - Target Audience 

In a survey of 40 ‘aspirational’ active runners, predominantly from Europe (92%) and other 

countries within Africa (8%). There was a relatively even split between those who have visited 

countries other than their country of residence to take part in sports tourism. 

 

57% of respondents are already active ‘sports tourists’, with 43% yet to visit destinations outside of 

their country of residence for sport tourism. Of the 57% who are active sports tourists, the age 

demographic is predominately between 21 & 49 years of age (80%) with 66% of these sports 

tourists running for more than 3 hours each week. 

 

Runners close to the border of Mount Elgon National Park, Kapenguria parish, Kapchorwa Municipality 
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Type of running respondents participate in 

Across all respondents, 86% were road runners and 43% trail runners, 24% track and field & 17% 

cross country, dropping to 5% and 2% for ultra and mountain/fell running. Looking at the numbers 

for those who were active sports tourists, the trend continues where road running is the most 

popular followed by trail running with track & field and cross country in equal third. 

Destinations visited 
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As could be expected, with 92% of respondents coming from Europe, the destinations visited were 

largely within that continent. Spain, France, Belgium & UK being particular favourites. 20 different 

countries were visited for the purpose of sports tourism but only one on the African continent 

(South Africa). 

 

1 Spain 10.3 

2 France 8.8 

2 Belgium 8.8 

4 UK 7.4 

5 Portugal 5.9 

5 Italy 5.9 

5 Germany 5.9 

8 USA 4.4 

8 South Africa 4.4 

 

Sports taken part in 

Running (79%), Road Cycling (43%), Mountain Biking (29%) and Hiking (21%) were the most 

popular activities for running sports tourists followed by Orienteering (14%) with climbing, skiing, 

swimming and triathlon also mentioned. 
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Sirinda viewpoint, lower belts of Kapchorwa, looking over the Karamoja plains 

 

 

 

Runners Experience in Sipi Falls  
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Key factors for choosing a destination for a running/sports trip 

 

When considering a destination for their running or sports trip, the following key elements were 

selected by at least a third of respondents: Being able to exercise in nature and experience new 

trails (68%), Value for money (64%), Travel time from home to destination (52%), Safety (40%), 

Warm weather (40%), Recommended by others (36%) and Quality of accommodation (32%). Whilst 

Kapchorwa can claim to be strong in nature, weather and safety , perhaps it may not sit as 

favourably when you consider value for money, travel time, recommendation by  others and quality 

of accommodation - these key areas may require some thought/strategy. 
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Visiting Uganda 

 

Of the respondents, 90% of the runners had already visited or would consider visiting Uganda - a 

promising finding that suggests there could be a market. 

 

Runners Experience warming-up at Home of Friends Guesthouse 
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The appeal of Uganda 

 

When asked what appealed to them about visiting Uganda, respondents mentioned Nature, 

Culture, Landscape, People and Weather most frequently. 
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Concerns with visiting Uganda? 

 

When asked about any concerns they may have with visiting Uganda, almost 20% of responses 

stated that they had no concerns. Of the concerns that were captured, these were chiefly around 

safety, security & crime (approx 22%), distance (13.5%), road safety (8%) and food (8%). 

Visiting Uganda for the purpose of Sports Tourism 

 

Even though 90% of respondents mentioned that they had visited or would consider visiting 

Uganda, when it comes specifically to sports tourism, this number drops dramatically, with only 
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34% considering it a destination for running and sport. This demonstrates a need to market and 

educate around the appeal of Uganda as a potential destination for sports tourism. 

‘Must Have’ facilities for sports tourism

 

When asked what the ‘must have’ facilities were if runners were to visit Uganda, the most important 

facilities to respondents were: Mid-Range accommodation (e.g. European ‘3 star’ standard), hot 

showers, WiFi, a running track and international food options. 
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Kapchorwa - Words or activities associated with Kapchorwa 

 

This helps us understand what words respondents associate with Kapchorwa 

Factors that may influence respondents to visit Kapchorwa 

When asked to suggest possible factors that may influence their decision to visit Kapchorwa, 

respondents mentioned Joshua Cheptegei (14%), wanting value for money (14%) as well as the 

running culture, landscape, training groups, marked running trails, a running event, the need for 

quality accommodation, guided runs and a fitness boot camp. 

 

Young running talents from Kampala, Gulu, Sipi and Kapchorwa 
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Interest in attending a running event in Kapchorwa 

 

Only 24% ruled out considering attending a running festival in the winter of 2020 with a large 

number in the ‘maybe’ category. Less than 2 in 10 people would definitely be interested. 

Conclusions 

Firstly, caution should be exercised regarding the audience for this research as these were largely 

‘warm’ contacts (e.g. individuals who had previously engaged with members of the project team) 

and also predominantly from Europe so it offers a somewhat limited view. However, with startup 

events, the first one or two instances do tend to attract their participants from this ‘warm’ audience, 

with 69% of respondents agreeing to subscribe to the mailing list, that suggests some interest. 

Who (which will help define our target demographic) 

Based on the responses, existing runners between 21 & 49 years of age (80% of respondents), 

running for more than 3 hours each week (66% of respondents) and participating in road running, 

trail running, track & field and cross country. 

What (which will help define the ‘product or ‘service’) 

Assuming the product consists of the entire package of a) transporting runners to Kapchorwa, b) 

accommodation, c) what they do whilst they’re here, the conclusions are as follows: 
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● Offer/promote other sports activities as respondents were interested in more than one 

sport: Road Cycling (43%), Mountain Biking (29%) and Hiking (21%) came out the highest 

with the ‘aspirational’ audience 

● One of the key factors was travel time from home to destination (52%) which is obviously 

an issue with the remote nature of the region and it’s being ~7 hours drive from the nearest 

airport. A safe, reliable transportation arrangement will be key here. 

● The quality of accommodation was mentioned and this should be a consideration for 

further action as there is a lack of mid-range accommodation (European ‘3 star’ standard) in 

Kapchorwa at present e.g. the quality of rooms & furniture, decor, service, hot showers, WiFi 

and international food options. This is unless you consider the Sipi area which is better 

served but already benefiting from tourism. 

● As expected, runners mentioned the need for a running track and there is presently no 

public running track in the area. There will be a need to make an arrangement with one of 

the private facilities (e.g. NN Running or Sebei College) or for the public track at Boma 

Grounds (construction currently delayed) to be restarted and completed.  

● When asked what appealed to them about visiting Uganda, respondents mentioned nature, 

culture, landscape, people and weather. When designing any product or service, the fact 

that these have known appeal to runners should be taken into account 

● Runners mentioned experiencing the running culture, Joshua Cheptegei, training groups, 

marked running trails, a running event guided runs and a fitness boot camp. Incorporating 

these should also be considered as ways to increase the appeal of the region 

● A consideration on whether the product offers ‘value for money’ when compared to similar 

sports tourism destinations or the market in Uganda   

● Only 34% of ‘sports tourists’ consider Uganda a viable destination for running and sport. 

This demonstrates a need to market and educate around the appeal of Uganda (and 

Kapchorwa) as a potential destination for sports tourism. 

● Reviewing concerns they may have with visiting Uganda, these were chiefly around safety, 

security & crime (approx 22%), road safety (8%) and food (8%). These items should be 

reviewed to ensure that the products and services provided meet the highest possible 

standard and product marketing collateral can allay any fears against these factors 
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Observations from Previous Running Events in Uganda 

Uganda International Marathon 

The Uganda International Marathon started in 2015 and is an annual running event and fundraising 

vehicle based in Masaka, Uganda. The format is a week-long adventure which attracts between 

100-180 international runners. Participants are encouraged to fundraise for local development 

projects, stay in local hotels and take part in cultural immersion, project engagement, a community 

race (10km, 21km and 42km) and a celebration.  

Each year, after the event, a customer feedback survey is sent to participants, allowing them to 

provide input on what improvements could be made. These are collated and rolled into a 

continuous improvement plan. The observations below are taken from customer surveys and event 

team feedback from the last three iterations of the event in 2017, 2018 and 2019. 

Customer Feedback - Accommodation 

Most frequently suggested areas for improvement from participants: 

● Tiredness of accommodation/venue, rooms and decor/furniture (31%) 

● Need for calm, relaxing environment - avoiding loud music and shouting (23%) 

● Issues with water supply, hot water and fittings in bathroom (23%) 

● Lack of variety in food offer and quality of food (8%) 

● No WiFi or poor WiFi at venue (8%) 

● Cleanliness and resupply of bedding & towels (8%) 

Customer Feedback - Race 

Most frequently suggested areas for improvement from participants: 

● Runners not feeling safe on course due to traffic and harassment from locals (23%) 

● Runners not confident on 21km/42km course route due to lack of available signage (18%) 

● Placement of water stations and availability of water (12%) 

● Inadequate traffic policing and marshalling on course (12%) 

● Race starting later than advertised after athletes had eaten and warmed up (12%) 
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Event Team Feedback - Race 

Most frequently suggested areas for improvement from post-event team feedback: 

● Inadequate traffic policing and marshalling on course 

● Timing system not effective to deal with results collection leading to confusion/hysteria 

● Expectations vs Budget for cash prizes/t-shirts/medals and who should receive 

● Runners did not feel safe on course due to traffic and harassment from locals 

● Runners were not confident on 21km/42km course route due to lack of available/quality 

signage 

● Ineffective waste disposal/recycling system at event 

Other observations 

● Lack of network coverage made for poor communication before & during event - risk 

● Police did not fulfil their brief - relationship needs to be managed carefully 

● Finish line photos were very popular - consider system for this 

● Consider most effective way to ensure race leaders are tracked by transport e.g. car, boda, 

mountain bike 

● Medical response plan to be completed between all stakeholders prior to event 

● Parasport race to be considered 

● Giving the race a 'reason' (e.g. running for...) locally can help with visibility and community 

engagement 

Conclusions 

In line with other research modules, the need for good quality accommodation (in terms of decor, 

furniture, bedding, cleanliness and water supply as well as a pleasant environment)  is underlined 

here as well as the assumption that free WiFi and a variety of food choices will be available. 

From the event and race perspective, the need for close consultation with police and marshalls 

prior to and during the event, good quality signage, ensuring runners feel safe on the course and 

keeping to advertised times wherever possible. 
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JICA Tokyo 2020 Run 

The JICA (Japan International Cooperation Agency) hosted a promotional ‘Tokyo 2020’ 5km and 

10km race in Kapchorwa on Sunday 7 March 2020. The start time for the event was originally 7am 

but the 10km race slipped to start after 9am and the 5km started at 9.30am, over two hours later 

than scheduled and with rising temperatures. 

Run Kapchorwa team members attended the event and completed a ‘lessons learned’ exercise to 

capture factors that had gone well and those that could be improved. These will be carried into 

recommendations for the Run Kapchorwa project. 

What went well  

● The set-up of the race village on Kapchorwa Boma Grounds and the associated 

tents/seating was adequate, organised and well-spaced 

● Stalls with Japanese cultural activities & educational information were in place and were 

being visited by locals  

● Local people were engaged in the Japanese cultural performance (dance) before the race 

● There were more ‘social’ participants in the 5km race than previous events (assumption was 

that this was because of it being free entry/t-shirt)  

● Stephen Kiprotich flagging off the start was popular 

● Marshals were in place on course 

● Spontaneous cheering by the public in certain areas of Kapchorwa created a good 

atmosphere on course which is not common in Uganda  

Room for improvement  

● The decision to distribute the t-shirts to participants on the morning of the race caused 

chaos and a large time delay 

● There was only one point for handing out T-shirts which caused congestion and delay 

● The route ran through the centre of town and traffic (including heavy goods vehicles) was 

on the course during event  

● Having dignitary speeches and anthems before the event took too much time and caused a 

significant delay (this was also after most runners had completed their warm-up)  
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● Finishers from the 5k and 10k finished at similar times and moved into each other - 

consider starting times and the course for different race distances  

● Widespread cheating (potentially related to the prize money): participants were cutting 

corners, using shortcuts and boda’s causing issues for organisers 

● Kids were mixed with adults and there was some barging and falling, particularly at the 

start. Suggest having a kids run (but only if you can manage to get participants of the 

correct age - may be difficult in Uganda with the age classification issues)  

● Need for more marshals (perhaps trained sports marshals through FC2C/Run Kapchorwa 

who are then available for hire)  

● The 10km route took runners toward oncoming 5km runners on course at one point 

● Tape or barriers could be used to keep runners from encroaching at the start & to prevent 

corner cutting 

 

 

Start of the JICA 5km. run on 7th of March 2020 
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General Conclusions & Recommendations 

Overall Conclusions 

1. There is a high level of interest among several groups in a race + festival  

2. The existing running community and tourism stakeholders are interested to collaborate with 

us and to contribute to the race + festival especially through providing connections 

3. More efforts should be put in marketing Uganda and Kapchorwa as an outdoor sports/ 

running destination 

4. Close communication with and consultation of the surrounding Communities is needed in 

the build-up and execution of the race + festival 

Detailed Conclusions and Recommendations 

Each detailed conclusion and recommendation has been assessed on how it aligns with the project 

budget and scope as defined in the action plan for our pillar. Where recommendations are deemed 

to be out of scope, but important to the success of the project (the must haves), we will assess if 

budget can be found outside the scope of the project or by freeing up budget within.  

 

# Conclusion Recommendation In Project 

Scope/Bu

dget 

Must 

Have 

Nice 

to 

Have 

1 Community stakeholders view a running 

event as an opportunity to build friendships 

and relationships, being a marketing vehicle 

for the region and Uganda as a whole, trade 

promotion in the villages, employment 

opportunities, begin new development 

projects, developing athletics and create 

more sponsorship opportunities for the 

vulnerable/needy 

Within the ‘Community’ module in 

the project plan, create CSFs that 

align with these benefits but fall 

within the project scope/budget.  

Potential activities: Videos from 

local stakeholders e.g. ‘Welcome to 

Kapchorwa’, campfire sessions with 

all participants & stakeholders, 

networking tables around 

development themes, practical 

demonstrations and presentations 

✔ ✔  
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throughout the course of the 

festival 

 

2 

Both Community stakeholders and the 

existing running community agree that more 

running events could be organized. These 

would encourage unity, provide prize money 

for elite and younger, talented runners and 

allow participants to run for a cause 

Within the ‘Community’ module in 

the project plan, create CSFs that 

align with these benefits and fall 

within the project scope/budget. 

✔ ✔  

Potential activities: Weekly or 

monthly Kapchorwa fun/social run 

with representation from local 

stakeholders and running camps. 

To make it financially viable, 

request a participation fee or agree 

external sponsorship and connect 

to a relevant cause  

❌ ✔  

 

3 

Several groups are in agreement that the 

running infrastructure requires development 

to boost local talent and reach the standard 

of competitors e.g. Community tracks, roads 

and training centers 

Understand how/where Run 

Kapchorwa can be involved in 

running infrastructure 

development whilst remaining 

cognizant that infrastructure 

development is not part of the 

project scope/budget.  

Potential activities:  

Dedicate a page on the website to 

focus on the infrastructure 

development and perhaps boost 

investment 

❌ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 ✔ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Invite sports 

official/developers/investors to the 

festival to raise profile 

❌  ✔ 
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Combine fun/social runs with 

doing some development work on 

potential sites 

❌  ✔ 

Make an arrangement with one of 

the private facilities (e.g. NN 

Running or Sebei College) or for 

the public track at Boma Grounds 

(construction currently delayed) to 

be restarted and completed 

❌ ✔  

4 Financial rewards for (especially younger) 

athletes can be improved through new 

partnerships and sponsorships 

Understand how prize money or 

equipment can be funded by 

external support/sponsorship as 

this is not part of the project 

budget 

❌  ✔ 

5 Almost a third of community respondents 

had fears about international visitors visiting 

the region. Reasons to fear international 

visitors were: exploitation of resources / 

minerals and a language barrier 

Ensure that all areas of concern 

captured during the study are 

mitigated and absorbed as part of 

the Community module and 

associated sensitisation activities 

✔ ✔ 
 

Regular radio slots in local 

language emphasizing on the 

intentions and (possible) 

contributions of foreign visitors 

✔ ✔ 
 

Use imagery when explaining 

within the community 

❌ 
 

✔ 

Having a Community information 

point with the Run Kapchorwa 

shop at Home of Friends 

❌ ✔ 
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6 About a third of the Community individuals 

and leaders were not interested in 

participating in any race. Local community 

members and existing running community 

members who were interested in race 

participation preferred a 3km fun run or a 

moderately difficult 5km/10km 

Community specific run to take 

place in addition to a competitive 

event. Understand how those who 

do not wish to participate in the 

event could be engaged/involved.  

Potential activities: Incorporate a 

relay into the fun run, include 

village teams with individual roles 

that do not involve running e.g. 

captain, first aider, morale booster 

et cetera 

✔ ✔ 
 

7 Tourism stakeholders are highly interested to 

contribute and collaborate with a running 

race / festival e.g. through involvement in 

dance, music and drama activities, promoting 

the event online and offline, photography 

support and by distributing flyers and posters 

Within the ‘Community’ module in 

the project plan, create CSFs that 

align with these activities and fall 

within the project scope/budget. 

Utilise a monthly focus group with 

local stakeholders to define and 

execute these activities.  

NB: The below mentioned activities 

incur additional costs and therefore 

need external sponsorship to 

execute.  

✔ ✔ 
 

Identify local ambassadors & 

influencers and give them a t-shirt 

❌ 
 
✔ 

Add branding to back of t-shirts for 

supporters during fun/social runs 

❌ 
 

✔ 

Make a ‘Run Kapchorwa’ song and 

involve local DJs & artists 

❌ 
 

✔ 
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8 There is a wide agreement that the beautiful 

nature, landscape, people, weather and 

culture of Uganda and Kapchorwa particularly 

are a unique selling point and should be used 

in promoting Kapchorwa as a prime tourism 

destination 

Ensure that these elements drive 

the narrative for online and offline 

marketing collateral 

✔ ✔ 
 

9 Specific to promoting Kapchorwa as a 

running destination. Respondents mentioned 

the existing running culture, Joshua 

Cheptegei, training groups, quality 

photography, marked running trails, a 

running event, guided runs and a fitness boot 

camp as potential ways to appeal. 

Incorporating these should also be 

considered as ways to increase the profile of 

the region. 

Ensure that these elements drive 

the narrative for online and offline 

marketing collateral. Potentially 

use previous footage of Joshua 

Cheptegei, Stephen Kiprotich et 

cetera to promote. Request high 

profile local personalities to film 

videos to use in local promotion 

❌ 
 
✔ 

10 Professional marketing, a strong brand and 

strategic partnerships are key in attracting 

international runners to come to Kapchorwa 

Marketing & brand elements are 

in-flight, need to include a work 

package for strategic partnerships 

in the project plan.  

Engage working groups to build a 

network and ‘sales’ pipeline for 

partnerships & sponsorships with 

running clubs, brands and athletes 

abroad.  

✔ ✔ 
 

Develop merchandising to promote 

the Run Kapchorwa brand e.g. t-

shirt, baseball cap, mug & water 

bottle (on the condition that initial 

investments will be earned back 

through the sales)  

❌ ✔ 
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Create youtube channel with vlogs 

from athletes 

❌ 
 

✔ 

11 Key success factors in organizing a race are: 

the need for close consultation with police 

and marshalls prior to and during the event, 

good quality signage, ensuring runners feel 

safe on the course, keeping to advertised 

times wherever possible, professional 

subscription procedure, accurate timing and 

clear course marking with well trained 

marshals 

Plan these activities into the 

project plan for event delivery.  

 

Some items will require external 

sponsorship to fulfil e.g. 

subscription & accurate timing as 

these are not included in the 

budget 

✔ 

 

 

 

❌ 

✔ 

 

 

 

✔ 

 

12 Do not only emphasise the running appeal in 

Kapchorwa, but also on community 

engagement, cultural activities and other 

outdoor sports activities (hiking and 

mountain/road biking) as most respondents 

seemed to be unaware of what the region has 

to offer 

Include additional product offering 

online and offline, liaising with 

tour operators & other pillars for 

content as these activities do not 

form part of Run Kapchorwa 

project scope or budget (aside from 

cultural tourism which is being 

embedded) 

❌ ✔ 
 

13 Another important factor in choosing a 

destination for sports tourism & running is 

value for money. Focus on quality of services 

and reasonable pricing is therefore needed. 

Especially when compared to similar sports 

tourism destinations or the market in Uganda 

Include as part of Community/local 

operators module: Select customer 

care experts who will be part of the 

event to be ‘customer care 

champion’ Ukarimu project to 

define benchmark for customer 

care champions 

✔ 

 

 

 
✔ 

14 There seemed to be no insurmountable 

reasons that would discourage respondents 

from coming to Kapchorwa though there 

Create operational guidelines for 

all operators to define & agree 

expected standards 

✔ ✔ 
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were concerns around safety, security & 

crime, road safety, food, malaria and AIDS. 

These items should be reviewed to ensure 

that the products and services provided meet 

the highest possible standard and product 

marketing collateral can allay any fears 

against these factors 

Create online/offline FAQ & 

guidance for visitors to help allay 

concerns; include testimonials from 

previous visitors to provide 

reassurance 

✔ ✔ 
 

15 One of the key factors was travel time from 

home to destination which is obviously an 

issue with the remote nature of the region 

and it’s being ~7 hours drive from the nearest 

airport 

Understand how concerns around 

the travel time/distance and 

remote nature of Kapchorwa can 

be mitigated e.g. secure shuttles, 

more comfort on transport, 

stopping points during journey, 

assess driving skills/safety of 

Timekeeper etc 

✔ ✔ 
 

16 The quality of accommodation was 

mentioned and needs to be a consideration 

for further action as there is a lack of mid-

range accommodation (e.g. European ‘3 star’ 

standard) in Kapchorwa at present i.e. the 

quality of rooms & furniture, decor, service, 

hot showers, WiFi and international food 

options. This is unless you consider the Sipi 

area which is better served but already 

benefiting from tourism 

Define where in the project 

scope/plan/budget the boosting of 

tourism provision should sit and 

how much bandwidth there is in 

the Run Kapchorwa project for 

facilitating this activity. Would 

largely need to come from existing 

tourism network where possible - 

potentially some 

investment/support in 

management capacity & 

hospitality coming from the wider 

RVO cluster and Ukarimu 

programme 

❌ ✔ 
 

17 There is a need to improve professionalism in 

tourism services in the region as a whole, 

particularly in hotel and tour guiding services 

see response to .16 ❌ ✔ 
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For more information about the Adventure Tourism Uganda impact cluster, visit 

www.adventuretourismug.com  

Or check out the running tourism website www.runkapchorwa.com  

 

 

Kapchorwa – Kampala Relay in November 2016 – organized by MTN and From Coach to Coach  


